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You’re carefully choosing the flowers, the meals, the venue, the 
readings and the vows for the biggest party of your life. Why 
wouldn’t you invest in your memories of all that? 

Not Your Mother’s Wedding Video
Sonnet Wedding Films creates short cinematic wedding films people want to watch—no cringeworthy 
moments or over-the-top corny, posed stuff…just stunning images and compelling storytelling.

We seek out the angles that capture the essence of your wedding day. It’s not just any wedding to you, 
and it’s not just any wedding to us. Your stories, your personalities, and your relationship are unique, 
and capturing that is our focus.

Rather than putting you through a lot of artificial staged shots, we’ll work quietly to capture events 
as they unfold, so that your film is a reflection of the day as it happened. In fact, couples often tell us 
they forgot we were there after the first few minutes, and are surprised by the details and moments 
we captured.

Cinematography & Attention to Detail
How will you remember your wedding day? Photos are essential, but they tell only part of the story. 
Let Sonnet Wedding Films work with you to share the story of your special day with high-quality 
cinematography, done with skill and professionalism. You deserve a wedding film as unique as your 
day. Contact us today, and enjoy your celebration of love for years to come.

Our Cinematic Film packages include:
• Steve Maxey as your personal wedding cinematographer.
• Coverage of your ceremony and reception by two videographers.
• High-quality lapel microphones and digital audio recorders during the ceremony.
• Digital audio recorders at the reception.
• Lighting as necessary (and as permitted by the venues).
• Fully licensed music tracks personally selected to express the character of your day.

“Steve and his company captured our 
special day in an amazing video. Even 
a year later, watching his production 
is almost as good as being there. His 
attention to detail and great editing 
accurately portrayed the emotions, 
thoughts and feelings our wedding 
perfectly. Thank you!”
     
 — Walter & Christina 
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Packages and Pricing
All the Extras Package ................................................$4400  
Save by getting all the features you want in one package. Start with an Engagement or  Save the 
Date video (shot as soon as possible after booking), followed by a Love Story video (shot at least a 
month ahead of your wedding)—your stories and photos edited together to wow your guests at the 
reception. Two videographers on your wedding day for up to 10 hours, plus a licensed drone (if the 
venue and weather conditions permit) to capture the footage for your Highlights, Feature Film, Full 
Toasts and Speeches, and Full Ceremony Edits, all delivered on two custom USB flash drives.

The Wedding Short Film Package .............................$3250 
A cinematic wedding film of your full day. Includes two videographers for up to 10 hours on one day. 
We arrive as you’re getting ready for the day and stay until the dance floor starts to thin out, capturing 
all those candid moments that make your day special. We interview you about your love story and 
how you got to here. You receive both a Feature Film Edit (8–15 minutes) and a Highlights Edit (3–5 
minutes: perfect for sharing online), as well as the Full Toasts and Speeches from your reception—all 
delivered on two custom USB flash drives.

Just the Basics, Doc .....................................................$1950 
Simply the full ceremony and toasts as if you were a guest watching from their seat. Edited between 
several camera angles so nothing is missed. Up to 6 hours on a single day: We show up just before the 
ceremony and leave after your First Dance. Includes a Basic Ceremony Multicam Edit and all the Toasts 
and Speeches, delivered online.

Don’t see exactly the combination of things you want in our packages? Let us put together a custom 
package for you.

Looking for more:
Engagement/Proposal Film .............................................................................................................. $500 
Save the Date ................................................................................................................................... $500 
Love Story ......................................................................................................................................... $800 
Feature Film Edit (typically 8–18 minutes) .......................................................................................$1000 
Full Ceremony Multi-Camera Edit ......................................................................................................$750 
Full Speeches/Toasts Multi-Camera Edit ...........................................................................................$750 
Wedding video guest book (min: 2 hrs) .........................................................................................$100/hr 
Drone footage (min: 1 hr) ..............................................................................................................$250/hr 
Extra hour of coverage (above 10 hours) ......................................................................................... $250 
Extra day of shooting.........................................................................................................................$750 
Travel outside Chicago area (Outside Cook, Lake, DuPage counties) ........................... $500+ expenses

Pricing current as of January 28, 2017, and up to 30 days after that date.

“Perfectly captured our personalities 
and our life as a couple. Without losing 
any detail or special moments, they 
condensed more than five hours of 
footage into a beautiful video we will 
treasure forever. Highly recommend for 
any occasion!”
      
 — David & Kennan 


